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Abstract 
The main aim of this paper is to give a simple criterion for a finite poset I with two maximal 
elements to have the category I-spr of socle projective representations of tame representation type. 
Our main result is Theorem 1 which asserts that for any upper chain reducible poset I with two 
maximal elements (see Definition 8) the category I-spr is of tame representation type if and only 
if the Tits quadratic form ql : Q’ ---) Q ( 1 .l ) of I is weakly non-negative, or equivalently, if 
and only if I does not contain as a peak subposet any of the one-peak posets N;, . . . , Ni of 
Nazarova presented in Theorem 1 or any of the 41 two-peak posets listed in Table 1. 
1. Introduction 
Representations of partially ordered sets (posets) over a field have long been recog- 
nized to be of importance for the study of indecomposable representations of groups and 
finite dimensional algebras, lattices over orders, abelian groups and Cohen-Macaulay 
modules (see [ 1,3,10,12,16] ) . They provide elegant, simple and powerful tools for 
studying the representation type of algebras and for determining their indecomposable 
representations. Many of the well-known classification results and representation type 
criteria depend essentially on the theory of poset representations and related ideas, be- 
cause many of the representation theory problems can be reduced to the corresponding 
problems for I-spaces over a finite poset I, and there are simple criteria of Kleiner, of 
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Nazarova (see [ 12,161) and of the second author [ 181 for determining the representa- 
tion type of the category I-spr of peak Z-spaces (see [ 1,10,12,16]). 
It was shown in [ 14-181 that the study of a class of non-Schurian vector space 
categories and the study of lattices over a class of orders reduce to the study of socle 
projective representations of finite posets I with distinguished maximal elements (called 
peaks of I). This leads to the notion of a peak Z-space introduced in [ 15,181 and to the 
natural representation type question for the categories I-spr of peak Z-spaces. Posets Z 
for which the category I-spr is of finite representation type are characterized in [ 181, 
Throughout this paper K is an algebraically closed field and we denote by (I, 5) a 
finite poset (i.e. partially ordered set) with respect to the partial order 3. We shall write 
i -X j if i 5 j and i # j. For the sake of simplicity we write Z instead of (I, 3). We 
denote by max Z the set of all maximal elements of Z and Z will be called an r-peak 
pose? if 1 max I] = r. 
We recall from [ 181 that the category I-spr of peak Z-spaces (or socle projective 
representations of I) over the field K is defined as follows. The objects of I-spr are 
systems 
of finite-dimensional K-vector spaces Mj such that A4j C M’ = $pE_, Mp for all 
j E I, rp( Mj) = 0 for j $ p E max Z and rZ( Mi) C Mj for i 4 j E I, where rj is the 
composed map 
a! 
MO-L 03 h4, ~1 M’ 
jdpcmax I 
and dj is the direct summand projection. 
By a map f : M --) M’ in I-spr we mean a system f = ( fp)pEmax, of K-linear maps 
fp : Mp + Mh, p E max I, such that (epE_, p f ) (Mj) C M; for all j E I. It is 
clear that I-spr is an additive category with the finite unique decomposition property. 
Moreover, I-spr is closed under taking kernels and according to [ 21 the category I-spr 
has Auslander-Reiten sequences, source maps and sink maps (see [ 121). 
If Z has a unique maximal element *, then the notion of a peak Z-space coincides 
with the notion of a (I \ { *}) -space in the sense of Gabriel [ 51. 
Following [ 181 we associate to any two-peak poset Z with max Z = {*, +} the rational 
Tits quadratic form q/ : Q’ + Q, 
q1(z)=Czj2+ C ZiZj-CZiZ*-CZjZ+, 
jE1 i+, j@max I i-C* j-t+ 
(1.1) 
where z = (zj>jcl is a vector in Q’ viewed as a function z : Z 4 Q, j H zj. 
The aim of this paper is to study two-peak posets Z for which the category I-spr is of 
tame representation type (see [ 81, [ 181 and Section 2) by means of the Tits form 41. 
We recall from [ 81 and [ 111 that the Tits form q1 : Q’ - Q ( 1.1) of any such 
poset Z is weakly non-negative, that is, q,( z ) 5 0 for any vector z E N’. Posets with 
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weakly non-negative Tits form are characterized in [ 81 and [9] (see Theorem 5). 
Therefore Theorem 5 gives necessary conditions for I to have the category I-spr of 
tame representation type. 
The main aim of this paper is to give a simple criterion in terms of the Tits quadratic 
form for a finite poset I with two maximal elements to have the category I-spr of socle 
projective representations of tame representation type. Our main result is the following 
theorem proved in Section 5. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that K is an algebraically closed field and I is a finite poset hav- 
ing exactly two maximal elements * and +. Moreover, we suppose that I is upper chain 
reducible in the sense of Dejinition 8. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) The category I-spr is of tame representation type. 
(b) The Tits quadratic form qt : Q’ + Q ( 1.1) is weakly non-negative. 
(c) The poset I does not contain as a peak subposet a poset isomorphic to any of 
the one-peak enlargements 
N; : 
of the Nazarova’s hypercritical posets h/l = ( 1, 1, 1, 1, l), n/2 = ( 1, 1, 1,2), 
nl; = (2,2,3), N4 = (1,3,4), N; = (N,5), n/, = (1,2,6) (see 1161) or any 
of the 41 posets listed in Table 1 below. 
A subposet I’ of I is said to be a peak subposet if I’ fl max I = max I’. 
Table 1. Minimal two-peak posets of wild prinjective type. In the following tables the 
solid vertex ??marked in the diagram Fj denotes a vertex such that the poset si \ (0) 
is isomorphic with the poset P,i in Table 2, and (ppj,e.)~, < 0 (see Theorem 5(b)). 
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Theorem 1 is proved in Section 5 by associating to any upper chain reducible two- 
peak poset I the one-peak poset &I described in Corollary 9, t_he Q-linear map F : 
Q&z 1 -+ Q’ (4.5) and the defect quadratic form q; = q,ttl - qr o 5 : @’ + Q’ (4.6). 
The main tool for the proof of Theorem 1 is Lemma 12, which reduces the problem from 
two-peak posets to one-peak posets, and allows us to apply Nazarova’s characterization 
of one-peak posets of tame representation type (see [ 16, Theorem 15.31). 
Our Theorem 1 is a counterpart for two-peak posets of the Nazarova’s characterization 
of one-peak posets of tame representation type. It has many useful applications, because 
it follows from [ 131, [ 17, Section 61 and [ 18, Section 41 that the results of this paper 
can be applied to the study of orders of tame lattice type and to the study of non- 
Schurian vector space categories of tame representation type (see [ 17, 6.2-6.61). Our 
Theorem 1 is essentially applied in [20]. 
Throughout we denote by mod(R) the category of finitely generated right modules 
over a ring R. Given X in mod(R) and an integer t > 0 we denote by X’ the direct 
sum of t copies of X. For any j E I we set 
j"={iEI)iAj}. (1.2) 
2. Preliminaries and notation 
Throughout this paper we fix a finite poset I and we suppose that 
I={1 ,.*., n,*,+}, maxi = {*,+}. 
Moreover, we suppose that the order relation 4 in I is such that i + j implies that 
i < j in the natural order. We can always achieve this by a suitable renumbering of the 
elements in I. We view the poset I as a quiver with the commutativity relation induced 
by the ordering 4, and we denote by KI the path algebra of I with coefficients in the 
field K. Given j in I we denote by ej the standard primitive idempotent corresponding 
to j. It follows from our assumption that KZ has the following upper triangular matrix 
form 
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K Klz ,I. KI ,, KI * KI + 
0 K . . . Kz,, K2+ K2+ 
. . 
313 
KZ= : : “. : : : 
0 0 . . . K K,,, K,,+ 
(2.1) 
0 0 .,. 0 K 0 
-0 0 . . . 0 0 K _ 
where Kij = K if i 4 j and Kij = 0 otherwise. A right ideal Y in KZ is simple if and 
only if Y is isomorphic to one of the ideals e, KZ and e+KZ (called peuk ideals of KZ). 
The algebra KZ is of finite global dimension [ 18, Lemma 2.11. 
The finite-dimensional right Kf-modules will be identified with the systems 
X = (Xi; jhi)i,jc:v 
where Xi is a finite-dimensional K-vector space and jhi : Xi + Xi, i + j, are K-linear 
maps such that thj * jhi = thi for all i + j + t in I. 
Following [ 111 we call the right KZ-module X prinjective if X is finitely generated 
and the right module res,- (X) = Xe- over the algebra 
KZ- g e-( KZ)e- z KZ/ soc( KZK,) 
is projective, where 
I-=Z\maxZ and e-= c ej. 
It is easy to prove that a module X in mod( KZ) is prinjective if and only if there exists 
an exact sequence 
0 ---+ (e*KZ)S’ @ (e+KZ)A’ - P - X - 0 
in mod( KZ), where P is a projective KZ-module and s*, s+ 2 0. 
A module X in mod( KZ) is said to be socle projective if the socle sot X of X is 
projective and isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of e,KZ and e+KZ (see [ 161). 
We denote by prin( KZ) and by mod,,( KZ) the categories of finitely generated prinjec- 
tive right KZ-modules and socle projective right KZ-modules respectively. It follows from 
[ 111 that the categories prin( KI) and mod,,( KZ) have Auslander-Reiten sequences, 
source maps and sink maps. An interpretation of prinjective KZ-modules in terms of 
partitioned matrices is given in [ 15,181. 
We recall from [ 181 that there exist two additive functors 
mod,,( KZ) $+ I-spr 2 prin( KZ). (2.2) 
The functor 0: is an equivalence of categories, whereas the functor 0, is full, dense 
and Ker 0, = [ejKZ_; j E Z-1, i.e. Ker Or consists of all maps in prin( KZ) having 
a factorization through a direct sum of copies of the projective KZ--modules ejKZ_, 
j E I-. In particular the functor 0, establishes a one to one correspondence between the 
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isomorphism classes of indecomposable modules in prin( KZ) non-isomorphic to eiKZ_, 
i E z-, and the isomorphism classes of indecomposable Z-spaces. Here we view eiKZ- 
as a right KZ-module via the natural algebra surjection KZ + KZ- (see (2.1)). 
Throughout this paper the equivalence 0: will be frequently used as an identification. 
Following [ 18, (2.7) ] given a KZ-module X we define its coonfinate vecror cdn( X) E 
Z’ by the formula 
dimK top( X)ei for i E I-, 
(cWX))(i) = dim Xe 
K i foriEmaxZ. 
(2.3) 
We recall from [ 81 and [ 181) that the category prin( KZ) is said to be of tame 
representation type (resp. I-spr is of tame representation type) if it is not of finite 
representation type and for every m 2 1 there exist functors 
$1) 9...1 i(r) : indl(mod(K[y])) -mod(KZ) 
forming an almost parumeterizing family for the full subcategory ind,(prin KZ) (resp. 
for ind,,( I-spr) ) of mod( KZ) consisting of representatives of the isomorphism classes 
of indecomposable objects in prin( KZ) (resp. in I-spr) of K-dimension m (see [ 16, 
Chapters 14 and 151). This means that fi(j) = (-) &fll N(j) and N(j) is a K[ t]-KZ- 
bimodule which is finitely generated as a K[y]-module for i = 1,. . . , r and Im %(I) U 
. - UIm St”) contains up to isomorphism all but finitely many objects in ind,,, (print KZ) ) 
(resp. in ind,( I-spr) ) . 
Let N be a subcategory of mod( KZ) and m E N let us denote by ph( m) the less 
possible cardinality of an almost parameterizing family for ind,(N). Given a vector 
u E N’ denote by p>(o) the less possible cardinality of an almost parameterizing 
family for the category of indecomposable objects in n/ with coordinate vector equal 
to u. 
Following [ 16, Section 14.41 we say that N is of linear (resp. polynomial) growth 
if there exists an integer g such that p&(t) 5 gt for any t 2 1 (resp. p&(t) 5 g’ for 
any t 22). 
The poset Z is said to be of tame prinjective type (resp. finite prinjective type) if 
prin( KZ) is of tame representation type (resp. finite representation type). Similarly, we 
say that Z is of linear ( resp. polynomial) growth if so is prin( KZ). 
It follows from [ 18, Proposition 2.41 that prin( KZ) is of tame representation type 
(resp. linear, polynomial growth) if and only if I-spr is of tame representation type 
(resp. linear, polynomial growth). 
The following lemma gives a description of tameness and the growth of prin( KZ) 
and I-spr in terms of coordinate vectors. 
Lemma 2. Assume that N is one of the categories prin( KZ), I-spr. 
(a) The category N is of tame representation type if and only iffor any u E IWm 
there exists an almost parameterking family for the category indc,, (N) formed 
by indecomposable objects of N having the coordinate vector equal to u. 
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(b) The category N is of linear (resp. polynomial) growth tf and only if there exists 
an integer g such that J&(u) 5 tlul for any u E N’ (resp. J&(u). 5 lulsfor 
any u E N’ such that 11.11 2 2). 
Proof. Apply the arguments used in the proof of [ 18, Proposition 2.41. ??
Let us finish this section with discussion of the relations between the representation 
type of a poset and of its peak subposet. Assume that I is an n-peak poset, n 2 1, and 
L is a peak subposet of I. Following [ 16, Section 17.51 let us define the commutative 
diagram of categories and functors 
mod, ( KL) 3 modsp ( KI ) 
N s: 
1 
WV. 
N 
1 o; 
r:. 
L-spr cl’ I-spr 
res;. 
(2.4) 
by the formulas TL(X) = X @KL (eLKZe(t-,,,t)), resL(Y) = YeL, where eJ = ‘&J ei 
for any subposet J 2 1. Note that there is an algebra isomorphism KL S eLKZeL. 
The functor resL is the restriction functor (Mi)iE, I+ (Mi)ieL, and Tt associates to 
M = (Ms)sEL in L-spr the peak Z-space T,!(M) = (MY)iE,, where Mi = M, for 
pEmaxL, Mr = 0 for p E max Z \ max L, and 
for j E Z \ max I. 
Lemma 3. 
(a) The diagram (2.4) is commutative. The functor TL is full, faithful and right 
exact, resL is exact, TL is left adjoint to resL and resL OTL % id. 
(b) Given a module X in mod,,( KL) the number cdn( TL( X) ) (i) equals cdn( X) (i) 
if i E L and zero otherwise. Moreover, the image of TL is the fill subcategory 
of mod,,( KZ) formed by objects Y such that cdn( j’) (j) = 0 for j 4 L. 
(c) Zf the poset I is of tame prinjective type (resp. of linear, polynomial growth), 
then L is of tame prinjective type (resp. of linear, polynomial growth). 
Proof. The commutativity of (2.4) follows by a simple analysis. For the proof of (b) 
and the remaining part of (a) we refer to [ 16, Theorem 17.461. In order to prove (c) 
assume that u E NL and let ij E N’ be defined by a(i) = u(i) if i E L and C(i) = 0 
otherwise. Assume that the functors 
W = (-) @‘K[,] N”) : indl(mod(K[y])) ~mod(KZ), 
wherel= l,... , m. form an almost parameterizing family for the category ind(;) (I-spr) 
of indecomposable peak Z-spaces having the coordinate vector I?;. It is clear that the 
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family of functors resL 019~‘) = (-) @.K[,I Net, 1 = 1 , . . . , r, is an almost parameterizing 
family for indc,,)(L-spr). Thus the statement follows from Lemma 2. 0 
3. Posets with weakly non-negative Tits form 
Apart from the Tits quadratic form q1 : Q’ + Q we also shall use the symmetric 
bilinear form 
(-r-)1 : Q’ x Q’ - Q (3.1) 
associated to qt by the formula (x,y)r = i[qI(x +y) - qt(x) -q,(y)]. 
A basic role in our further considerations is played by the following two theorems. 
Theorem 4 (see [ 15,181). Suppose that K is an infinite field and I is a finite poser 
having exactly two maximal elements k and +. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(4 
(b) 
Cc) 
The category I-spr of peak I-spaces is of finite representation type. 
The rational Tits quadratic form qt : Q’ -+ Q ( 1 .l ) is weakly positive, that is, 
qt ( z ) > 0 for all nonzero vectors z E N’. 
The poset I does not contain as a peak subposet a poset isomorphic to any of 
the following one-peak enlargements 
P, =n; 
of the critical posets ICI = (l,l,l,l), K2 = (2,2,2), Ks = (1,3,3), K4 = 
(N,4), Ks = (1,2,5) of Kleiner (see [16]) and to any of the 26 two-peak 
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posers P(j, . . . , P3l listed in Table 2. Cl 
Table 2. Minimal two-peak posets Ph, , . . , P31 of infinite prinjective type. In the fol- 
lowing tables the numbers marked in the diagram Pj are the coordinates of a vector 
pF, E NP~ which generates the group Ker qpj := {x E Zpj 1 qpj (x) = 0) = Zp,, . 
b b 
&Xl 
1 t6 
j 18 
IO 
1’ ’ 
IO 0 0 
py 7 
01 
1 
01 
1 
IO 01 
Ii &, 
L/l 
3* 2’ I5 
b 20 b 
1 1 1 
IO 0 01 
W\l 
3* 3’ I2 
3 l\lJ2 
6’ 16 
01 
IO J 1 01 1 12 
10 0 0 01 
lJ3\1J 
3* 4' 20 
IO 
1 2 
24 
01 0 02 
\lJ 
6’ 28 
01 
1 
01 
1 3 2 1 
g”\p/O1 
4 13 
IO IO 
1 1 
10 20 
1 1 \ IO 20 01 
4* lJjJ 21 
IO 
1 
IO 
1 3 
IO 0 
1 1 2 
IO 0 0 
lJ3L-l 
T 4' 2s 
IO 
1 
IO 
1 
:J ;A; 
\lJl 
T 2’ 29 
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IO 
10 IA 
1 1 
IO 10 
1 1 
IO IO 
1 1 
IO IO 
1 3 4 1 2 
IO 0 0 IO 0 
u/l 1\1 
6* 2’ 30 3* 4’ 31 
Theorem 5 (see [8,9]). 
( 1) For any two-peak poset I of injinite prinjective type the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a> 
(b) 
The Tits quadratic form q1 : Q’ --+ Q ( 1.1) is weakly non-negative, that is, 
q,(z) ~Oforallvectorsz EN’. 
I contains as a peak subposet a poset P = Pj of one of the types PI, . . , , P31 
and ( ppj, E,) 1 > 0 for all a E I, where e, is the ath standard basis vector 
of Z’, ,up E MP is a generator of the kernel 
of qp and Jip E M’ is defined by formula &,(j) = pp( j) for j E P 
and pp (j) = 0 for j E I \ P. The coordinates of the vectors cc,, . . . , p5 
are listed in Theorem 4, whereas the vectors p6,. . . , p3] are listed in [ 18, 
Section 51 and in Table 2. 
Cc) The poset I does not contain as a peak subposet any of the posets NT, . . . , 
N, and the two-peak posets listed in Table 1. 
(4 The category prin( KI) is not of fully wild representation type, that is, there 
is no full and faithful exact functor mod (t $ ) -+ prin( KZ) (see [ 19,9] ) . 
(2) If the category I-spr is of tame representation type then the Zits quadratic form 
q1 : Q’ + Q is weakly non-negative. 0 
An alternative proof of the equivalence (a) -x (c) follows from the recent results of 
V. HGhne [6]. 
In Section 5 the converse of statement (2) in Theorem 5 will be proved under some 
assumption on the poset I. In this case the wildness of prin(KZ) implies fully wildness 
(see [9] ). Unfortunately we do not know if this implication holds for an arbitrary 
two-peak poset I (see the “Note added in proof’). 
4. An upper chain reflection 
We recall that a vector space category is a system lk& = (K, I-IK), where K is a 
K-category and 1-1~ : K --$ mod(K) is a faithful K-linear functor. A subspace category 
U( KK) of KK has as objects all triples (U, X, c$), where U is in mod(K), X is an object 
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of K and q5 : UK --t 1x1~ is a K-linear map. A morphism f : (U, X, q5) + (U’, X’, 4’) 
is a pair f = ( fe, ft > , where fa : U + U’ is a K-linear map, ft : X + X’ is a morphism 
in K and lft] o 4 = 4’ o fa (see [ 16, Section 17.11). 
Suppose that max I = {*, +} and the subposet C = kv rl +v of Z is linearly ordered 
with max C = {c}. We set 
I, = I \ +“, z,=z\*? Zc=Z\C=Z*UZ+, (4.1) 
where jv = {i E Z 1 i 5 j} f or any j E I. Note that the set Z* rl Z+ is empty and I,, I+ 
are one-peak posets. Consider the vector space category (see [ 121, [ 16, Section 17.11) 
IHI: =Hom~~,(rad(e,KZ),Zc-spr), (4.2) 
where rad(e,KZ) is the Jacobson radical of the right ideal e,KZ. Suppose in addition 
that every indecomposable object 
in the category Elii is one-dimensional. It follows that the set Z(W~) consisting of the 
isomorphism classes of indecomposable objects 7 in Illi is a poset with respect to the 
relation 
According to [ 14, 3.31 we associate with our two-peak poset Z the disjoint union 
&I = c u Z(EIC,) (4.3) 
equipped with a partial order extending the partial orders in C and Z(I-I$) by the 
following new relations 
p+c forallJ;Ef(W$),and 
i+y e HomKI,.(res(eiKZ),y) =0 foriEC\{c},~EZ(lHl~). 
Here we denote by res(eiKZ) the restriction of the representation e&Z of Z to the 
subposet Zc = I, U I+ of 1. 
We call the one-peak poset 6~1 the reflection of I with respect to the chain C. 
The main result of this section is the following theorem. 
Theorem 6. Suppose that I is a two-peak poset such that the subposet C = kv n +” 
of I is linearly ordered. Under the notation above the following hold: 
(i) If every indecomposable object 7 of the category EII: (4.2) is one-dimensional 
then 
(it ) the set 5~1 (4.3) associated with I is a one-peak poset and there is an 
equivalence of categories 
I-spr/ [ I,-spr, I+-spr] 2 &Z-spr/[ C+F] , (4.4) 
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where I* = I\+-? I+ = I\kv and C-Z’@ is the full subcategory of &I-spr 
. 1 
(ii) 
conststtng of objects M = (h4I)j~~c~ with Mj = M,, {c} = max C, for all 
j E &I \ C. There is an equivalence of categories C-Spr G’ C-spr; 
(i2) the category I-spr is of tame representation type if and only ifthe category 
&I-spr is of tame representation type. 
Assume that any of the following two conditions is satisfied: 
(ii I ) the category I-spr is of tame representation type; 
(ii2) the Tits quadratic form qt : Q’ -+ Q is weakly non-negative and the 
element c is maximal in the poset I \ (*, +}. 
Then every indecomposable object in Wg is one-dimensional and there exists an 
equivalence of categories (4.4). 
Proof. (i) The first part of (i) follows from [ 14, Theorem 3.41. In view of the equiv- 
alence of categories I-spr 2 mods,, (KI) given in (2.2) the required equivalence (4.4) 
is induced by the functors presented in the diagram (3.11) in [ 141. The second part 
of (i) may be proved by showing that the functors in the diagram (3.11) in [ 141 
preserve and respect parameterizing families of functors up to a suitable localization of 
K[ t] . This can be done by a simple modification of the arguments used in the proof of 
Lemma 15.39 and Proposition 15.46 in [ 161 and in [ 18, Proposition 2.41 (see [7]). 
(ii) Assume that the category I-spr is of tame representation type and denote by 
S(W$) the full subcategory of the subspace category U(Hs) consisting of all objects 
(UK, y, t), with the map t : Uk + (ylk injective. Consider the two-peak subposet 
L = {c} U I, U I+ of I and the full dense functor 
@ : L-spr - S(lHlC,) 
defined as follows (compare with [ 121 and [ 16, 17.191). Since c E L is a minimal 
element, then we can view the algebra KL as a triangular matrix algebra 
KL= ; ; , 
( ) 
where S = KIc = KI, x KI+ and N = rad(e,KI) is a K-S-bimodule. In view of the 
equivalence L-spr 2 mod, (KL) in (2.2), every peak L-space M can be viewed as a 
socle projective KL-module of the form M = (M,, Ml’, h), where M, is a K-vector 
space, M” is the restriction of M to Ic = I, U I+ (viewed as a socle projective S- 
module) and h : M, @ kNs --) IVY is an S-homomorphism. Note that the map z : 
M, - Homs(~Ns, M(,‘) adjoint to h is injective, because M is a peak L-space. We 
set @s(M) = (M,, li?“, %), where ;i?” = Homs( Ns, M:). Since x is injective, @(M) is 
an object of S( lHlg) . The functor @ is defined on maps in a natural way. By applying 
the same type of arguments as in [4, Section 51 one can show that @ preserves tame 
representation type. Since L is a peak subposet of I then there exists a pair of functors 
(see (2.4)) 
L-spr SI-spr 
res; 
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and since by the assumption (ii I), the category I-spr is of tame representation type, 
then according to Lemma 3 (c) L-spr is also of tame representation type and therefore 
the category S(lHli) is of tame representation type. 
Assume to the contrary that the category El; has an indecomposable object 7 of 
dimension r > 1. Without loss of generality we may suppose that y is an indecomposable 
object in Zc-spr. Since Zc = I, U I+, then Zc-spr 2 I,-spr x I+-spr and therefore y is 
either in I,-spr or in I+-spr. Assume that y E I,-spr and let z = e+KZ+ be the 
unique simple projective peak I+-space. Denote by KK the full vector space subcategory 
of lH$ generated by the objects 7 and 7. Then the subspace category U(&) is a 
full subcategory of S( El;) and S(&) is equivalent with the category of K-linear 
representations of the quiver 
c;’ To- . . .j7 
> 
(I arrows) 
--z-t 
having no simple injective summand. Since r 2 2, the quiver is of wild representation 
type (see [ 121 and Examples 11-13 in [ 16, Section 14.31). Therefore the category 
S( Ill:) is not of tame representation type [ 41 and we get a contradiction which finishes 
the proof in case (iit ) is satisfied. 
For the proof of (ii) in case the condition (ii2) is satisfied assume that lHIg has an 
indecomposable object J; with dimKJi 2 2. Note that rad( e,KZ) = e,KI $ e+KZ and 
given an object y in Zc-spr 2 I,-spr x I+-spr we have dirnKL = dimK y(e* + e+>. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that 7 = HomKI,(rad(e,KZ), y) and y is an 
indecomposable peak I*-space. 
Since Z, is a one peak poset then according to [ 16, Theorem 11.521 there exists a 
unique preprojective component P( I,) in I,-spr. 
First we shall show that there exists an indecomposable peak I,-space y in P(Z,) 
such that dimK7 2 2. 
Assume to the contrary that dirnK y = 1 for any indecomposable object y in P( I,). It 
follows that soc( y) is simple and therefore y is a submodule of the injective envelope of 
the unique simple KZ,-module. By Lemma 5.12 in [ 161 the component P(Z,) is finite. 
It follows from Corollary 11.54 in [ 161 that P(Z,) = I,-spr and therefore dirnKB = 1 
for any indecomposable object y in I,-spr, contrary to our assumption. 
Let y be an indecomposable object y in P(Z,) such that dimKy 2 2. It follows from 
[ 16, Theorem 11.521 that End(y) g K. 
Denote by z the simple projective KZ-module e+KZ and by S(c) the simple KZ- 
module top( e,KZ) % e,KZ/ soc( e,KZ). Note that S(c) is prinjective, End( S(c)) g K, 
End(z) 2 K. 
According to Lemma 11.38 in [ 161 there exists a KZ-module epimorphism y+ -+ y, 
where y+ is an indecomposable prinjective KZ-module such that @I( y+> % y. Since c 
is maximal in I \ {*, +} the KZ-module rad( e,KZ) is projective and therefore we get 
dimKHomK,(rad(e,.KZ),y+) 2 dimKHomKr(rad(e,KZ),y) =dim~y > 2. 
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It is easy to see that HornKI ( e&f, yf ) = 0, HomKl (e,KZ, z ) = 0 and HornKl (rad( e,KZ) , 
z) 2 K. Then using the exact sequence 0 -+ e,KI 63 e+KI ---) e,Kl ---) S(c) + 0 we 
show that dimK Extk, (S(c) , y+ ) 2 2 and dimK Extil (S( c) , z ) = 1. 
It is easy to see that HornKl (S(c) , y+ ) = 0, HornKI (S( c) , z ) = 0, HornKI ( y+, z ) = 0 
and HornKI (z, y+ ) = 0. Since (cdn y+ ) (c) = (cdn z ) (c) = 0, we get HomK, ( y+, S(c) ) 
= HornKI (z, S(c) ) = 0 (see the proof of Lemma 3.4(c) in [ 91). Since y is preprojective 
then according to Theorem 11.80 in [ 161 the module y+ is preprojective in prin( KZ,) 
and End(y+) 2 K. 
It follows that for the prinjective KI-module U = S(c)* CE (y+)* $ t we have 
dimK End( (I) = 9 and dimK Extk, (U, U) 2 10. Then [ 11, Proposition 4.41 yields 
qr (cdn I!!) = dimx End( (I) - dimK Extk, (U, U) 5 - 1 
which contradicts the assumption (ii2). 
Hence any of the conditions (ii,), (ii*) implies that every indecomposable object of 
lHlg is one-dimensional. This completes the proof of the theorem. El 
Corollary 7. Let I be a finite two-peak poset with max I = {*, +) and let K be an 
algebraically closed field. Suppose that I does not contain as a peak subposet the poset 
* + 
or equivalently, the subposet C := ev rl +v of I is linearly ordered. 
Then the category I-spr is of tame representation type if and only if every indecom- 
posable object of the category WC, (4.2) is one-dimensional and the category &I-spr 
is of tame representation type, or equivalently, the one-peak poset &I (4.3) does not 
contain as a peak subposet the one-peak enlargements NF, . . . , N; of Nazarova’s posets 
listed in Theorem 1. 
Proof. Apply [ 14, Theorem 3.41, Theorem 6 and Nazarova’s theorem [ 16, Theo- 
rem 15.31. 0 
The description of the poset &Z given in (4.3) is not very constructive, because 
the formula (4.3) depends essentially on the Auslander-Reiten quiver of the category 
lo-spr g I,-spr x I+-spr and on the position of rad(e,KZ) in the quiver. The poset 
,$cZ can be described explicitly in terms of I if the poset I is upper chain reducible 
in the sense of Definition 8 below. In this case we shall also obtain a useful formula 
(4.6) relating the Tits quadratic forms qt and qfet, and we shall prove that the weakly 
non-negativity of qt implies the tameness of I-spr. 
Definition 8. A poset I is defined to be upper chain reducible if max I = {*, +} and 
the following conditions are satisfied. 
(i) The subposet 
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C = *v l-l +v = {c, 4 c2 4 * ” 4 cm = c} 
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of Z is linearly ordered. 
(i’) The element c E C is maximal in I \ {*, +}. 
(ii) The subposets I, = Z \ +v and I+ = I \ kv of Z do not contain a triple of 
pairwise incomparable elements. 
The following result is a consequence of [ 14, Corollary 3.131. 
Corollary 9. If I is an upper chain reducible poset and max Z = {*, +} then IHI; has 
only finitely many isomorphism classes of indecomposuble objects, each indecomposuble 
object of II-II; is one-dimensional and the one-peak poset &Z has the form 
5cZ = C U r^, U r^, (disjoint union), 
where r^ ,) = (I,, \ {p}) U (7) U {svt 1 s, t are incomparable in Z,,} for any p E {*, +}, F 
is a new element associated with p and svt = {s, t}. The partial order relation in <cl 
is an extension of the partial order 5 in C U (I, \ { *}) U (I+ \ { +}) by the following 
new relations: 
(a) ~+uforulluE$, 
(b) u 5 svt M (u 5 s or u 5 t), 
(c) svt3u@((s_:uundt5u), 
(d) svt 5 s’vt’ ti each of s, t is less or equal to one of s’, t’. 
(e) x 5 c for all x E &-Z. 0 
In order to obtain the connection (4.6) below between the Tits quadratic forms qt 
and 9fcl we define the linear map 
T:*‘+Q’ (4.5) 
by the formula 
CCq$) = -qp for p E {*, +}, 
$((77:) =qU for II E ZC - {*,+}, 
!3d) =rlc + ?1* + v+v 
S(dvt) =rls + ?I~ + rllJ for s, t E ZP9 
F(v:,) =rlc, -rlc forj 5 m- 1, 
where {$}, {Ti} are the standard bases of Q@’ and of Q’ respectively. 
As an immediate consequence of the definition we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 10. rf Z is an upper chain reducibl_e poset, max Z = {*, +}, C = *v n +v = 
{c, 4 c2 4. * * -i C”, = c}, y’ E @’ and y = [(y’) E Qt. then 
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yp =yf - $+ C y&, forp E maxI = {*,+}, 
.A& 
yCj=yij fit-j= I,....m- 1, 
Yc=Y:-(Y:, +**~+Yf”,_,)~ 
Yj=YJ! + C Y&s forj E I,, p E maxi = {*,+}, 
- JVSEl,, 
where I,, is the set defined in (4.1) , 
Proposition 11. -Suppose that I is a two-peak upper chain reducible poset with max I = 
{*,+}, and let 5: @” -+ Q’ be the linear map (4.5). 
(a) The defect quadratic form 
q;=q&.,-q,c&@‘-+Q (4.6) 
has the form 
for any y’ E @‘I, where 
bCjY =-I ify=svtandc,i+~,cj+t, jlm-1, 
biiy=l $74 y=svt, 
b =I ifp= svt and either u 4 s or u < t, 
I 
b 
ifs, t, r, u form the poset i r in I,, 
rvu,svt = 
-1 if s, t, r, u form the poset &KY in I,, 
p E max I = { *, +} and I,, is the set defined in (4.1). The remaining coeficients 
bpy are zero. 
(b) The poset I does not contain peak subposets of one of the forms 
ixi 
f&l go 
if and only if bpy 2 0 for all p i y in the poset &I. 
(4.7) 
Proof. (a) Let A, A’, B be the symmetric matrices of the quadratic forms 41, qtC1 
and &yE&, bSuYSYu* respectively. If D is the matrix of gin the standard bases, then 
D@AD is the matrix of q1 o g and it is sufficient to check that A’ - DtCAD = B, or 
equivalently, that rlJs( A’ - D&AD) (vb)@ = r];pB($,)’ for all P,r E &Z. We leave it to 
the reader. 
Statement (b) follows from (a). Cl 
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5. Proof of Theorem 1 
Before we prove the main result of our paper let us state the following lemma. 
Lemma 12. Suppose that I is an upper chain reducible poset and max I = { *, +}. Zf 
I does not contain as a peak subposet a poset isomorphic to one of the one-peak posets 
N;,...,N,, or to one of the two-peak posets presented in Table 1, then the one-peak 
poset 5~ I (4.3) does not contain as a peak subposet any of the posets h/l*, . . . , Nt up 
to isomorphism. 
Proof. By our assumption and Corollary 9 the set &cZ (4.3) is a poset, and ,$cZ has the 
form described in Corollary 9. Throughout we shall use the notation introduced there. 
The lemma will be proved by applying the linear map g : Q”’ -+ Q (4.5) and an 
analysis of the defect quadratic form q; : Qc” -+ Q (4.6) defined by the formula 
q;(y’) = qc&‘) -q,(&‘)) = c bayy;y;. 
&W%Cl 
where the coefficients bp,, E Z are as in Proposition 11. 
Let us start the proof by the following useful property of the quadratic form q;, 
which easily follows from Proposition 11. 
(A) The coefficient bp,, of qr is negative if and only if up to a permutation of the 
peaks *, + one of the following two conditions is satisfied: 
(AI) P= Cjforsomcj<m-l,y= svt E r+ and I contains as a peak subposet 
the poset 
(AZ) /3 = rvu E r^,. y = svt E T+ and I contains as a peak subposet the poset 
The following observation will be also essential in the proof of the lemma. 
(B) If the posets I, and Z+ does not contain the subposet ( ?? ????) consisting of three 
incomparable elements and (At ) or (AZ) holds, then the following three conditions are 
satisfied. 
(Bt ) If (At ) holds and an element cy E [cl is incomparable with cj and with y, 
then LY E I?. 
(B2) If (AZ) holds and an element (Y E &cZ is incomparable with p and with y, 
thencrEI?UC. 
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i (B3) If r^, contains a subposet of one of the types ( ?? ????), (0 ??), then the poset Z, 
i contains a subposet of type ( ?? 0) and I contains as a peak subposet a poset of type 9s. 
The proof of (B1) and (B2) follows from a simple analysis of the order relation 5 
in &Z. For the proof of (B3) we note that if I, does not contain subposets of type 
i ( ????), then I, is a subposet of the garland 
.+.- . . . +.-+. 
E: x xx .+.- . . . +.-+. 
and it follows from the definition of [cl that I? is also a subposet of a garland 0, 
i i contrary to our assumption. Note also that if Z, contains (0 0) then (0 0) U {c, s, t, *, +} 
is a subposet of I of type 9s. 
In order to prove the lemma assume to the contrary that the poset &cZ contains as a 
peak subposet a poset fl = N U {*} of one of the types Nf , . . . , N;. Consider two 
cases. 
Case 1: N contains two elements j3 + y such that bp,. < 0. It follows that N E 
{N;,. .,, Nh} and from the definition of 5cZ it follows that either P,r E I* U C or 
p, y E Z+ U C. Assume that p, y E r?_ UC. By the observation above we infer that either 
(Al) or (A2) holds. 
First we assume that N = N; = ( i ?? ?? ?? 0). It follows from (B1 ) and (B2) that in both 
cases (AI) and (A2) the subposet ( ?? ?? 0) consisting of the first three elements of N2 
is contained in L U C. If (0 ????) G 7*, then according to (B3) the poset Z, contains a 
i subposet of type ( ?? 0) and it is easy to see that Z contains a two-peak subposet of type 
jj8; contrary to our assumption. If C contains an element of ( ?? ????), then Z contains ?; 
and again we get a contradiction. 
Next assume that N is of type n/s and N has the form 
(*) P 1 
id i 
: 
Denote the right-hand chain by L. Since the elements of Z, are incomparable with /? and 
y then (BI) and (B2) yield L G z UC and ILrl Cl 5 1, because if ILfl Cl > 1 then 
the poset 
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of type @ is contained in I, which contradicts our assumption. 
Ass_ume that L fl C = 8. Hence L C_ z and since I does not contain a subposet of 
type Ps then according to (B3), I, is a subposet of a garland 0 and therefore either 
I, contains (*,*) or I, is linearly ordered and L G I,. It follows that x $! r?, because 
otherwise I, contains a subposet of type 
( > 
. 1 and I, cannot be embedded into a 
garland 6. 
If x E C, then I contains a peak subposet 
.r* 
1 s f 0 CO 0 0 
\py 
of type 9;. If x E T+, then the assumptions that x, y are incomparable, y = svt and I+ 
contains no three incomparable elements imply that Z+ contains a subposet 
type and therefore Z contains a peak subposet 
of type ?s if ( ??, ??) E I,; or I contains a peak subposet of type $.& (formed by L, c, 
( > i 2’ , 
*, +), if I, is a chain and L C I,. In all cases we get a contradiction. 
Now we assume that j L rl C 1 = 1. It follows that we are in the situation of (AZ) 
and therefore L’ = L 17 r^, consists of four elements. Since x is incomparable with all 
elements of L, then x $! C. If x E r?, then similarly as in the case L fl C = 8 we 
conclude that I, contains 
( > 
, i and the poset Z contains ‘?s; a contradiction. If x E r^,, 
a simple analysis shows that I+ contains a subposet of type , because we are in 
the situation described in (AZ). It follows that Z contains a p&k*subposet 
a at 
of type @ and we get a contradiction. 
Now we suppose that /I + y holds in JV and N E (N;, N4, Ne} or N = Ns but the 
relation p + y in N is not that one shown in (*) . It follows that N contains a subposet 
L of type 
( > 
. i consisting of elements being incomparable with /3 and with y. 
From (At ) and (AZ) we infer that L C_ I? UC and since Z does not contain a subposet 
of type Fs, then according to (B3) the poset L is not contained in I^,. It follows that 
either the chain in L is contained in C, or the upper element of the chain in L is 
contained in C, or the chain is contained in r^,. In these cases I contains as a peak 
subposet a poset of type @, ?j and @, respectively. In all cases we get a contradiction 
which proves Lemma 12 in Case 1. 
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Case 2: The coefficients bpr of qr (y’) are non-negative for all p, y E N. 
It follows that for any vector u E I@ we have q,(&E)) 5 q~cl(F), where U(i) = 
o(i) for i E N* and O(i) = 0 for i E &I \N’. 
If N* = NT, j E {1,...,6}, then qe(v(j)) = -1, where v(j) E RI’%; and 
v(l), . . . , v(6) are the following vectors: 
v(l) 
1111 I 
2 
#2) 
1 
2221 
4 I 
J3) 
2 
221 
221 
6 
y(4) 
2 
22 
21 
421 
8 
v(5) 
2 
2 
2 
241 
421 
10 
,,f6) 
2 
2 
2 
2 
41 
641 
12 
respectively. We recall that c is the unique maximal element of &=I and of NT. 
If y’ = v(j), then it is easy to see that yi 1 y: for all t E NT and yi 2 CIEL yi for 
any linearly ordered subposet L of Nj. 
It follows from Corollary 10 that the vector y = &I> E Z’ has non-negative coordi- 
nates and in view of the inequality 
4/(Y) I q&j? = qAP(v(j)) = -1 I 
we infer that q1 is not weakly non-negative. Hence, in view of Theorem 5, the poset 
I contains as a peak subposet one of the posets NT,. . . , Nl or one of the two-peak 
posets in Table 1. This contradiction finishes the proof of Lemma 12. cl 
Proof of Theorem 1. The implication (a) =+ (b) follows from Theorem 5( 2) and 
(b) =S (c) from Theorem 5( 1) . In order to prove (c) + (a) assume that I does 
not contain as a peak subposet any of the Nazarova’s posets NT,. . . , N$ nor the 
posets presented in Table 1. It follows from Lemma 12 that LJCZ does not contain as a 
subposet any of the posets Nf , . . . , N; and according to Nazarova’s Theorem (see [ 16, 
Theorem 15.31) the category &l-spr is of tame representation type. By Theorem 6(i) 
the category I-spr is of tame representation type. This completes the proof. Cl 
Corollary 13. If I is an upper chain reducible two-peak poset then the following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(i) The category I-spr is of tame representation type. 
(ii) The category prin(KI) is of tame representation type. 
(iii) The category prin( KZ) is not of wild representation type (see [ 16,8] ). 
(iv) The category prin( KI) is not of fully wild representation type. 
(v) The fits quadratic form q/ ( 1.1) of I is weakly non-negative. 
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Proof. Apply Theorem I, [ 18, Proposition 2.41, [ 8, Theorem 5.51 and the main result 
in [9]. 0 
We recall from [ 191 that the category prin( KZ) is said to be of fully wild represen- 
tation type if there exists a full and faithful exact functor mod( z “,’ ) -prim KZ). 
Remark 14. (a) We are still not able to prove Theorem 1 for arbitrary two-peak 
poset I (see the “Note added in proof ‘) . 
(b) In view of Theorem 6, the equivalence (4.4) provides us a tool for a study of 
the representation-tame categories I-spr by means of the well-developed representation 
theory of representation-tame one-peak posets &I (see [ 121 and [ 161). We hope that 
this is a way for proving Theorem 1 in general. 
(c) We hope that Corollary 13 remains valid for arbitrary n-peak poset I with n 1 1 
(see [81 and [93). 
Remark 15. The map (4.5) together with Proposition 11 is very useful in finding vec- 
tors in Ker 41. In particular it gives a procedure for determining the vectors h,. . . , p3, 
in the Table 2 corresponding to those among the posets PT.. . . , Pst presented in Table 2 
which are upper chain reducible in the sense of Definition 8. The procedure is based 
on the kernel vectors p, , . . . , lu_, (see Thoerems 4(c), 5(b) and [16, (15.19>]) of the 
critical one-peak posets PI, . . . , Ps of Kleiner and works as follows. 
Suppose that P = P, is one of the posets P7, . . . , P3t which is upper chain reducible. 
Then &cP is representation-infinite one-peak poset and c is the unique maxima1 element 
of [cP. By theorem of Kleiner the poset &P contains as a peak subposet a poset 
Pj E {P,,. . . , P.J}. The vector y’ = jZj E wp belongs to Kerqccp and it follows 
from Proposition 11 that q; ( y') = 0, because a case by case inspection shows that 
bp,,ybyk = 0 for all j3 + y in &P. It follows that q,( g( y’) ) = qtc, ( y’) - q- ( y’) = 0 
and applying Corollary IO to y = [( y’) = S(jZj) we calculate that y is the vector p, in 
the Table 2 corresponding to P = P,. 
For an illustration consider the poset 
c+* 
\ 
P: l-+3++ 
2+4 
/* 
of type Pg. By Corollary 4.7, &P has the form 
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and the elements Z, 3, I v2, 4, c form a one-peak subposet of &P of type Pt. By [ 16, 
( 15.19) ] the vector yt = Ft has yi = 2, y& = yi = yi = y{v2 = 1 and yj = 0 for the 
remaining indices j. It follows from proposition 11 that bp,,ykyl, = 0 for all p 5 y and 
therefore y = g(y’) E Kerqp. Applying Corollary 10 to I = P = P9 we get y = ,u,. 
If P = Pzt, then by Corollary 9 CcP = P.+ Since Kerqp, =_Q.Q (see [ 16, (15.19)]), 
then applying Corollary 4.9 to I = P21 and yt = p4 we get &)uq) = ,u2,. 
Note added in proof. Contrary our hope in Remark 14, Theorem 1 does not remain 
valid for arbitrary poset I. The first author has recently found an example of a two-peak 
poset which is of wild prinjective type and the Tits form q/ is weakly non-negative. 
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